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Abstract—Visual computing, e.g., automatic object detection, in mobile
devices attracts more and more attention recently, in which fast models
at constrained energy cost is a critical problem. In this paper, we
introduce our work on designing models based on deep learning for
200 classes object detection in mobile devices, as well as exploring
trade-off between accuracy and energy cost. In particular, we investigate
several methods of extracting object proposals and integrate them into
the fast-RCNN framework for object detection. Extensive experiments
are conducted using the Jetson TK1 SOC platform and the Alienware-
15 laptop, including detailed parameters evaluation with respect to
accuracy, energy cost and speed. From these experiments, we conclude
how to obtain good balance between accuracy and energy cost, which
might provide guidance to design effective and efficient object detection
models on mobile devices.

Index Terms—Object detection, constrained energy, fast-RCNN.

1 INTRODUCTION

The decreasing cost of camera and memory devices results in
huge amounts of digital images and videos every day, which
makes mobile visual computing more and more important. But
image and video processing is computationally intensive and
consumes a large amount of energy in mobile devices. How to
balance accuracy and energy cost becomes a critical problem
in the era of mobile visual computing. In this paper, using
object detection as an example, we investigate how to design
a practical system considering both high accuracy and low
energy cost.

Fig. 1. An example of multiple object detection.
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Object detection is a core problem in mobile computer vi-
sion and pattern recognition. It plays a fundamental and crucial
role in many applications, e.g., intelligent visual surveillance
and web content analysis. Generally, a typical object detec-
tion system is composed of two tasks: object localization
and classification. As shown in Fig. 1, every object in the
designated classes should be annotated with its class name
and a bounding box denoting its location. A valid detection
should provide the correct class name and a bounding box
at least 0.5 overlap with the ground truth according to the
rule by most popular research and competitions, e.g., PASCAL
VOC [1] and ImageNet [2]. At present, the most popular object
detection algorithm is based on deep learning, especially the
deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) [3]. However, the
deep learning models originally used in PCs or servers cost
much energy considering its very complex model structures,
usually more than tens of millions of parameters for the
Alex-Net [3], a very popular and successful CNN model.
For example, with the Nvidia K40 GPU and Intel i7 CPU,
the original RCNN algorithm [4] with the selective search
algorithm [5] costs about 10 seconds to deal with an image,
with about 1WH energy cost, which is nearly unacceptable for
most mobile devices.

How to design an object detection system with high accu-
racy and low energy cost? This is what we focus on in this
paper. We consider that two aspects are necessary: First we
need a very fast algorithm as the energy cost is almost linearly
proportional to the time cost; and second we must choose
proper mobile device which well matches the algorithm. For
example, a powerful GPU module is suitable for a deep
learning based object detection algorithm. In this paper, we
focus more on how to implement a very fast deep learning
based object detection system with relatively simple network
structures as well as an efficient object proposal extraction
algorithm. Accordingly, we investigate several combinations
of object proposals and object representation in the Jetson TK1
SOC platform and a laptop with a powerful GPU. In particular,
we experimentally analyze these methods considering their
influence on accuracy, energy cost and speed.

The major contributions of this paper are two-folds. First,
we implement several useful object detection methods for mo-
bile systems with relatively high accuracy and very low energy
cost, which is especially suitable for practical applications.
Second, we provide extensive experimental analysis of many
combinations of object proposal and object representation
methods, and analyze how to obtain good balance between
accuracy and energy cost. We believe these studies are valuable
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for people in the fields of both academy and industry to design
effective and efficient object detection models on mobile
devices.

The following parts of this paper are organized as follows:
Section 2 analyzes the related work of object detection. Section
3 introduces the features of two devices, TK1 and Alienware-
15 that we employ in the experiments. Section 4 explains our
object detection framework. Section 5 provides the experi-
mental results and analysis. Finally, section 6 discusses the
conclusion and future work.

2 RELATED WORK

Object detection is an essential and challenging topic in
computer vision where many researchers have devoted great
efforts for years. Generally, a typical object detection system
is composed of three major steps: object proposal, object
representation and post-processing.

2.1 Object Proposal
Object Proposal here means finding the candidate areas of ob-
jects from the whole image. The representative early approach
of object proposal is the sliding-window paradigm [6–10],
wherein object detection is considered as a binary classifica-
tion task. The detector model evaluates each window densely
sampled over scales and locations in an image, and then
classifies it as an object or not. The simplest sliding-window
method is exhaustive search, which is widely used in classic
detection methods [6, 9]. The advantage of exhaustive search
is its high recall rate but the disadvantage is the relatively high
time cost. To address this problem, heuristic window search
methods have been developed. Lampert et al.,[11] propose
efficient subwindow search (ESS) with branch and bound
strategy, based on sparsely detected features. Besides, there
are also some studies on heuristic window search based on
segmentation and saliency analysis [8].

Modern object detection methods rely heavily on region pro-
posal methods [5, 12–22]. With the power of region proposal
methods, the number of candidate regions decreases from
about 106 (e.g., sliding window) to about 102 ∼ 104. This
kind of extracting proposals not only significantly improves
the speed, but also improves detection quality by excluding
many spurious false positives. Early works such as [12]
defines objectness, which estimates the probability that a
region contains an object. The objectness score is based on
multiple cues such as colour contrast, saliency, edge density,
etc. Selective search [5] is a method which generates consis-
tently quality region proposals. The authors design different
kinds of features and greedily merge regions formulated by
low-level superpixels. MCG [15] is a recent method combining
gPbUCM [13] and CPMC [14]. An improved multi-scale
hierarchical segmentation is proposed and up to four segments
are merged up to generate proposals. After that, detection
proposals are ranked by an improved procedure. Another
representative method is Edge Boxes [16]. It estimates the
number of edges fully contained in a bounding box as evidence
for scoring in a sliding window fashion. Among popular
region proposal methods, BING [17] is especially fast. It uses

normalized gradients as the feature to estimate objectness and
a simple linear classifier for scoring. The speed is 300fps
by the authors. Fig. 2 shows a comparison of top 10 scored
regions generated by Edge Boxes and Bing.

2.2 Object Representation
The early studies of object representation are mainly based
on hand-crafted features [23–26] accompanied by feature
transformation [27–29], of which the representative one is
HOG [6]. Others include scale-invariant feature transform
(SIFT) [30] based bag-of-words feature, pairs of adjacent
segments (PAS) [7], local binary patterns (LBP) [31], etc.
These rigid template models describe an object in a holistic
manner, so the structure variations of objects cannot be well
captured. Therefore, they perform well on easy databases but
suffer from those challenging data with deformations and
occlusions.

To address the problem of object deformation, deformable
part based model [32] is proposed. They represent an object
based on mixtures of multi-scale deformable part models,
significantly improving the performance on highly variable
objects such as persons and bicycles. After that, many studies
such as [33] have been proposed to improve the DPM model.
Both the part based model and the rigid template model are
associated with low-level features. Thus, progress on low-level
features greatly improves object representation.

Modern object representation methods are based on deep
learning, especially CNN [3, 34], among which R-CNN based
frameworks proposed by Ross et al [4, 35, 36] are very
successful. Original R-CNN transforms object detection to
a classification problem. They employ CNN as a powerful
feature extractor and use SVM to classify all proposed regions.
R-CNN significantly improve the performance on traditional
DPM [32] based method. Later, fast-RCNN [35] is proposed
to improve both accuracy and speed of RCNN. For the speed
concern, the key idea is to share the features of different
regions until the last convolutional layer, then extracts each
region’s feature map as the input to the ROI pooling layer.
To further increase the speed, the weights of fully connected
layers are approximately factorized using SVD, making the
matrix multiplication faster at test time. Recently, a frame-
work called faster-RCNN [36] is proposed. It integrates a
Region Proposal Network (RPN) into the whole framework.
Since RPN shares full-image convolutional features with the
detection network, region proposals are nearly cost-free, thus
making the whole process faster.

2.3 Post-processing
Most of the detection systems follow sliding window
paradigm. Hence, the detector will produce tens of thousands
windows across all scales and locations. Post-processing refers
to the problem of recovering the true positives from the
huge amount of windows. Classical post-processing techniques
include non-maximum processing (NMS) and context reason-
ing. NMS will exclusively select or merge windows from
the candidate windows as the output. Specifically, there are
different techniques and strategies for NMS. In Viola and
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(a) Edge Boxes (b) Bing

Fig. 2. A comparison of top 10 scored proposals by Edge
Boxes and Bing.

Jones’s work [37], a quadratic algorithm is firstly applied to
split the windows into different disjoint subsets based on the
overlap. The most representative window within each subset is
then selected as the final output. As for the most representative
window, we can use the window with the strongest response
or use the averaged window within each subset as the final
representative window. In Dalal and Triggers’ work [6], a
mean shift method is applied to estimate the final detection
window’s location and scale, which obtains good performance.
But it suffers from many parameters. In [32], the windows
are firstly ranked according to their score. Then they greedily
remove the highly overlapped windows that have less response
than their previous windows. This method not only obtains
good detection rate but also shows high efficiency.

3 DEVICE SELECTION
It is well known that a mobile device should have a good
trade-off between computational power and energy consumed.
Moreover, since our algorithm is based on CNN, the device
should have GPUs embedded. In the light of this, we decide
to use the NVIDIA Jetson TK1 platform [38], as shown on
the left of Fig. 3. The platform is embedded with a very
advanced mobile processor, the Tegra K1. Tegra K1 uses
the powerful NVDIA Kepler GPU architecture, which utilizes
192 CUDA cores supporting NVIDIA CUDA 6. Besides, the
Tegra K1 system is embedded with 4-PLUS-1 Cortex A15
“r3” CPU architecture, which delivers high performance and
is power efficient. Table 1 lists the main features of Jetson
TK1 board. One special advantage of Jetson TK1 is its low-
power property, the power is estimated to be about 7W for
common use. Another specialty is that the ARM core and GPU
share the main memory, which speeds up the data transmission
between CPU and GPU. This advantage is very suited for our
application, where image data need no frequent transmission
between CPU and GPU.

It is not difficult to realize that Jetson TK1 is a very
ideal platform for our requirements. However, we want to
know how other devices or strategies perform under the same
measurement of accuracy with energy. By comparing different
devices or strategies, we could get a full overview of the
situation. To this end, we choose a high-end laptop, e.g.,

Fig. 3. Jetson TK1 platform and Alienware-15 laptop.

TABLE 1
Main features of Jetson TK1 board

Kepler GPU with 192 CUDA cores

4-Plus-1 quad-core ARM Cortex A15 CPU

Dual ISP core

2 GB x16 memory with 64 bit width

16 GB 4.51 eMMC memory

Numerous peripherals and IO ports

CUDA 6.0 support

Linux for Tegra (L4T) OS

TABLE 2
Main features of Alienware-15

Intel i7 core

NVIDIA GeForce GTX980 GPU

16 GB memory

Alienware-15 [39], which is shown on the right of Fig. 3.
Table 2 lists the main features of Alienware-15 laptop. It is
equipped with Intel i7 core, NVIDIA GeForce GTX980, and
16 GB memory, enabling us to pursue high accuracy in object
detection.

4 ALGORITHM FRAMEWORK

The object detection framework mainly includes two parts:
Generate region proposals and put them through the fast-
RCNN network. We employ Bing and Edge Boxes for extract-
ing region proposals. Fig. 4 illustrates a pipeline composed of
Bing and fast-RCNN. For a single image, it goes through Bing
and receives hundreds of region proposals. Then the image
with proposals go through the fast-RCNN network composed
of convolutional layers and fully connected layers. Unlike
CNN running on GPU, both Bing and Edge Boxes are imple-
mented on CPU. So the two parts, generating region proposals
and fast-RCNN, can run in parallel in real applications. In the
following part of this section, we first discuss details about
the fast-RCNN network, then the region proposal methods.
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Fig. 4. Pipeline of the object detection framework.

4.1 Fast-RCNN Framework
4.1.1 System Overview
Fast-RCNN is faster than RCNN mainly because of the
utilization of the region of interest (RoI) layer. Fig. 4 illustrates
the detailed structures of the fast-RCNN network. The RoI
pooling layer is a single-layer version of spatial pyramid
pooling used in SPPnet [40]. For each region in the input
image, there is a projected counterpart in the feature map
of the last convolutional layer, which records higher level
feature of the original region. Moreover, to uniform the input
size to the fully-connected layers, the output sizes of the
RoI pooling layer for each region is fixed. While in RCNN,
each region is cropped out to go through the convolutional
layers, which would consume more time. Moreover, some
input regions in the original images share common locations
in the feature map, which implies accuracy loss in detection.
However, the loss can be remedied by integrating bounding
box regression into the network. Fast-RCNN manages it in a
multi-task training manner and achieves higher accuracy than
RCNN.

4.1.2 Network Structures
The convolutional layers of the fast-RCNN network can be
configured differently depending on the application. To explore
various configurations of the neural network, we decide to test
three different structured networks. The three networks are
designed in different scales. Large scale networks can achieve
high accuracy in detection, while requiring more time to finish
all the testing images. Since energy is approximately linear
with time, the overall performance might be dragged down.
After all, the best trade-off has to be explored in various
experiments, which we leave in Section 5.

The structure of the small-sized network is as follows:
K5N64S3-K4N128S2-K3N192S1-K3N128S1-ROIP2-FC512-
FC512, where “K” for “kernel size”, “N” for “channels”
and “S” for “stride”. “ROIP2” is for the region-of-interest
pooling layer, where “2” means the pooled size is 2 x 2. We
denote it as Model S. The mid-sized network is adapted from
Alex-net, sharing the same convolutional layer structure with
Alex-net. The pooled size of ROI pooling layer is 6 x 6. We
denote it as Model M . Similarly, the large-sized network is
adapted from VGG 16-layer net, where the pooled size of
ROI pooling layer is 7 x 7, and we denote it as Model L.

4.1.3 Training

The training of the fast-RCNN network includes two steps.
The first is the pre-training of the convolutional layers, and
the second is the fine-tuning of the whole network. We pre-
train the Model S from scratch using 1000-class images from
training set of ILSVRC 2014. The classification network
achieves top-1 accuracy of 28.4% after nearly 300,000 iter-
ations. For Model M and Model L, we directly use the pre-
trained CaffeNet [41] and VGG 16-layer net [42] available
online [43]. For fine-tuning, we use the detection training
data from ILSVRC 2014, which has over 450,000 images and
annotations in total. All the networks are trained in single-
scale, and as recommended in the fast-RCNN paper [35], all
the layers are fine-tuned except for the first convolutional layer.

4.2 Generating Proposals via Bing and Edge boxes

To meet our requirements, three criteria, recall, proposal
number and time are very essential. The recall determines
the highest accuracy a system can achieve. However, if one
generates a lot more proposals to get a higher recall, the
accuracy may be worse because of many more spurious false
positives introduced [35]. Also, more region proposals would
burden the fast-RCNN network. Finally, time is especially
critical for an immediate computation application like ours.

To pick up the most suitable methods, current methods
need to be evaluated under the same condition. [44] is
a very helpful reference that evaluates all the commonly
used region proposal methods. We borrow the conclusion
from the authors here. Recall of Selective Search and Edge
Boxes drops gradually as the IoU (Intersection over Union)
overlap threshold increases from 0.5 to 0.9, while Bing drops
dramatically, which means Bing is not good at providing
accurate object locations. The average time for processing a
single image of Selective Search, Edge Boxes and Bing are
10s, 0.3s and 0.05s respectively. Since 10s is too long for our
concern, Selective Search will not be considered. Considering
both the time cost and accuracy, we choose Edge Boxes and
Bing to extract object proposals.
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5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.1 Experimental Setup

The integrated performance of object detection is measured
by mAP/E. Here E is the total energy consumption. mAP
is the commonly used measurement in the computer vision
community, denoting the mean across object categories of the
average precision for detection of that category. More details
about evaluation can be found in [45]. Experiments are con-
ducted on the ILSVRC 2014 detection dataset [2]. The dataset
includes 200 common categories, e.g., dog, cat, and person. All
the experiments are set up on a single mobile system and there
is no computation offload. We report our experimental results
in two situations, onsite and offsite. The onsite result is the
solution we submitted in 2015 Low Power Image Recognition
Challenge (LPIRC), where the transmission of images and
results are also included. For the offsite experiments, we
randomly select 5,000 images from the detection validation
set from ILSVRC 2014 as the testing images. All the images
are stored on disk.

We test the three networks on TK1 and Alienware-15 under
different situations. On TK1, Bing is adopted as the proposal
method, and Edge Boxes is given up because it can only
achieve 1fps which is much slower than fast-RCNN. It will
become the bottleneck in the whole pipeline if we use Edge
Boxes on TK1. For the network, since Model L is too large to
run on TK1, we only test it with Model S and Model M. On
Alienware-15, we give up Bing because the bottleneck lies
in the fast-RCNN part and CPU will be on idle in most of
the time. We also omit the experiments of the small network
since it is specially designed for TK1. To this end, basic
experimental setups are determined and shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3
Basic experimental setups of devices and methods.

Device Jetson TK1 Alienware-15

prop methods Bing Edge Boxes

network Model S, Model M Model M, Model L

5.2 Offsite Results on Jetson TK1

Besides the combination of different devices and methods,
there is still quite a number of parameters to configure in
region proposal methods and fast-RCNN network, we intend
not to make an exhaustive investigation on all the parameter
combinations. We mainly study the following parameters in
our experiments: proposal number, input scale and on/off of
bounding box regression. For the proposal number, since large
number of proposals will burden the fast-RCNN network, we
only test small values of 100 and 200. More specific, we use
the top-scored 100 and 200 proposals of Bing. For the image
input scale, we use single-scale setting , with 120 to Model
S and 200 to Model M. For the bounding box regression,
we switch it in every configuration. In total, there are eight
combinations of parameter configurations, and their results are

shown in Table 4. From the experimental results we have the
following observations:

1) Less proposals are better than more. Surprisingly, for
all 4 pairs of solutions, 100-proposal solutions consis-
tently achieve higher mAP than 200-proposal ones. We
believe that there are two main reasons behind it: First,
Our fast-RCNN networks are not discriminative enough
to tell right from wrong, therefore mis-localized might
get higher scores than good ones. Second, proposals
generated by Bing are not diverse enough, part of which
is due to that we drop small scale regions to speed up
Bing. To further validate the reasons behind it, more
Bing proposals and more powerful networks should be
tested.

2) Bounding box regression helps. By observing mAP/E
of all solutions, solutions with bounding box regression
is consistently better than the ones without it. This is
because bounding box regression only requires one more
fully-connected layer, and the energy consumed is saved
by the accuracy improved.

3) Med-size networks are better than small-size net-
work. Med-size networks are all better than Small-size
networks. The main reason is because our small-size
networks are not efficient. Recall that the small network
is also pre-trained by about 1 million images of 1,000
classes from ILSVRC. A better strategy might be to
pre-train it directly with about 450,000 images of 200
classes from the detection set. Also, more effort should
be focused on designing more cost-effective structured
networks.

4) Solution s6 achieves the highest mAP/E. With 100
Bing proposals, input scale of 200 and bounding box
regression, solution s6 achieves an mAP/E of 0.0305. It
can be seen that s6 has a relatively large margin over
other solutions, which is mainly due to its high accuracy
and efficiency. We believe this can be a valuable refer-
ence to those want to embed object detection framework
into Jetson TK1 platform.

5) The role of speed. Even though the role of speed
is not explicitly claimed. It is clear that the speed is
positive correlated with the energy consumed. It is also
clear that network scale, number of region proposals
and bounding box regression all influence the speed of
processing images. To achieve real-time object detection,
more efforts should be taken into these factors.

One thing should be noted is that testing different input-
scale images on the same sized network is absent in our
experiment. Because from our previous observation, it will
cost much more time and energy for larger input scale images,
while relatively small accuracy gain by it.

5.3 Offsite Results on Alienware-15
On Alienware-15, we have four solutions in total. By the
observation on Jetson TK1, bounding box regression is turned
on for all solutions. We set proposal number to 500 and 1000,
and input scale to 200 and 600. The result is shown in Table 5.
We have the following observations:
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TABLE 4
Experimental results of testing 5,000 images on Jetson TK1 board.

Solution Model proposal input scale bbs reg mAP E(wh) mAP/E fps

s1 S bing(100) 120 off 0.017 1.79 0.0095 5.3

s2 S bing(100) 120 on 0.023 1.92 0.0120 4.9

s3 S bing(200) 120 off 0.016 1.91 0.0084 4.9

s4 S bing(200) 120 on 0.021 2.25 0.0093 4.2

s5 M bing(100) 200 off 0.089 3.79 0.0235 2.9

s6 M bing(100) 200 on 0.125 4.09 0.0305 2.7

s7 M bing(200) 200 off 0.083 4.54 0.0183 2.4

s8 M bing(200) 200 on 0.115 5.11 0.0225 2.2

TABLE 5
Experimental results of testing 5,000 images on Alienware-15 laptop.

Solution Model proposal input scale mAP E(wh) mAP/E fps

s1 M ebox(500) 200 0.187 19.4 0.0096 10

s2 M ebox(1000) 200 0.183 26.4 0.0069 7.4

s3 L ebox(500) 600 0.345 58.3 0.0059 3.2

s4 L ebox(1000) 600 0.352 70.2 0.0050 2.7

TABLE 6
Onsite results in LPIRC 2015

Solution Device Model mAP Energy mAP/E

s1 TK1 S 0.00519 1.183 0.004386

s2 TK1 M 0.0175 1.457 0.011198

1) Alienware-15 is less cost effective than Jetson TK1.
The best mAP/E is 0.0096 of s1 on the laptop. a large
gap from the best mAP/E of 0.0305 on TK1. This
validate that Jetson TK1 is a very efficient platform.
However, this might be unfair to compare a laptop with
a SOC platform because they are designed for different
use.

2) Less proposals are as good as more. This result
matches the one with Bing. It proves that objectness
scores are valid in score ranking based proposal meth-
ods. For proposal methods with scores, dropping low
objectness regions is cost effective.

3) Med-size networks are more cost effective than
Large-size ones. This means the computational power
of Alienware-15 is best fit for Med-size network under
current measure of mAP/E.

5.4 Onsite Results in LPIRC 2015

The performance measure of LPIRC is also mAP/E. The
difference is that testing images should be received from the
server, and the detection results should be sent back to the
server in 10 minutes. A total of 5,000 images are provided,
while images finished after 10 minutes will not be counted.
Table 6 shows our result. Due to the 10 minutes’ restriction,
transmission delay and other engineering factors, the mAP/E
is much lower than the offsite result.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have investigated various combinations of
object proposal and object representation. Our best result show
that we achieve a mAP/E of 0.0305 on Jetson TK1 with good
balance between accuracy and energy cost. Meanwhile, we
provide some useful observations which is possible valuable
for academy and industry in designing object detection models
on mobile devices.
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It should be noted that there is a lot of space to improve
the current work. For example, faster-RCNN [36] integrates
region proposal methods into the CNN network and largely
decreases the overall time. We believe that designing more
quality region proposal network will be an important trend.
Besides, the work in [46] explores how to alter the network
structure to make it faster without losing accuracy. We also
believe that more techniques could be explored to optimize
the network structure.
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